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Was Fiat Chrysler’s cheating predictable?  
 

For immediate release:  Fiat Chrysler Automobiles follows Volkswagen as the second major global 

automaker in the last 18 months to be accused by US federal authorities of irregularities in its 

emissions testing and reporting. Wary of the huge liabilities such infringements can bring in the US, 

investors fled the stock, which dropped by close to 20% within a few hours on January 12th. 

 

Can scrutiny of corporate behavior on regulations give investors clues on potential time bombs in their 

portfolio?  We look at the four lowest scorers in our rankings of how companies engage with 

regulations: Fiat Chrysler, Ford, Daimler and Hyundai. 

 

“We believe that the level of support the automakers are showing to regulations that the US EPA, the 

European Commission and other mandated bodies are proposing, and the consistency of this support 

within the organization, is an indicator of the culture of the company towards compliance and future 

readiness for a stricter regulatory regime.  On this basis, our metrics show that as well as Volkswagen 

and Fiat Chrysler, Ford, Hyundai and Daimler warrant particular investor scrutiny.”   Dylan Tanner, 

Executive Director, InfluenceMap 

 

Non-profit think tank InfluenceMap tracks company positions and activity on climate and 

environmental regulations and since the Volkswagen scandal has paid particular attention to the 

automotive sector.  In November 2015, InfluenceMap, released a report entitled ‘Is the Volkswagen 

scandal the tip of the iceberg’, which suggested that Fiat Chrysler had the highest risk to investors, 

based on its inconsistent messaging on vehicle CO2 and efficiency regulations around the globe.  

Such analysis is likely indicative of behavior on vehicle emissions regulations in general, whether 

relating to NOx, CO2, particulates or other.  

Automotive emissions cheating: 
which company is next? 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-38600012
http://influencemap.org/
http://influencemap.org/report/Greenhouse-gas-emissions-regulations-The-automotive-makers-disclose-to-investors
http://influencemap.org/report/Greenhouse-gas-emissions-regulations-The-automotive-makers-disclose-to-investors
http://influencemap.org/site/data/000/175/IM_Report_Automotive_Oct_2015.pdf
http://influencemap.org/site/data/000/175/IM_Report_Automotive_Oct_2015.pdf
http://influencemap.org/company/Fiat-Chrysler-Automobiles
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Our updated 2017 rankings of the leading automotive makers show Fiat Chrysler ahead of three other 

global automakers: Ford, Daimler and Hyundai and just behind Volkswagen.  We look at regulatory 

engagement highlights of the bottom four for clues on corporate behavior towards compliance.  The 

score of the companies is based on the assessment of hundreds of pieces of evidence benchmarked 

against stated policies of the US EPA, the European Commission and other mandated bodies and 

thus is indicative of patterns of behavior.  Highlights of Fiat, Ford, Daimler and Hyundai follow the 

table. 

Support for Vehicle CO2 and Efficiency Regulations, 2017 1 

B Tesla 

C- Nissan 

D+ Honda Motor 

D+ Toyota Motor 

D+ General Motors 

D BMW Group 

D Renault 

D Volkswagen 

D- Fiat Chrysler Automobiles 

D- Ford Motor 

D- Daimler 

E+ Hyundai Motor 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Extracted from InfluenceMap's Rankings 

InfluenceMap  
Performance Band

Organization Progress Towards 
2020 Compliance

2021  
Non-compliance 
fines in US $ bn

EU vs. US fleet 
sales 2014, mn

C- Nissan 85% $ 1.3 0.46 vs. 1.3 

C- Honda Motor 84% $ 0.75 0.12 vs. 1.5 

C- Renault 79% $ 2.7 1.24 vs. 0 

C- PSA Peugeot Citroen 83% $ 2.2 1.36 vs. 0 

D+ General Motors 75% $ 4.4 0.89 vs. 2.8 

D Toyota Motor 81% $ 1.9 0.54 vs. 2.4 

D- BMW Group 78% $ 2.4 0.79 vs. 0.3 

D- Volkswagen 76% $ 9.4 3.16 vs. 0.5

D- Hyundai Motor 77% $ 3.1 0.76 vs. 0.8 

D- Daimler 76% $ 2.1 0.69 vs. 0.3

D- Ford Motor 75% $ 3.7 0.94 vs. 2.3 

E+ Fiat Chrysler

Automobiles 
72% $ 3.0 0.67 vs. 2.0

For updates on this, visit our full rankings here.  

Contacts us on info@influencemap.org for details on our calculations.

Notes and data sources:

2021 compliance CAFE is averaged at 10mpg above 2015 standards for each manufacturer/class.
.

95 2 2021 .
.

All 2021 compliance gaps and non-compliance fines are combined for US & EU fleets, weighted for vehicle sales volumes.
EU compliance and fleet data courtesy of Transport Environment, How clean are Europe’s cars 2014, 10th Edition
US CAFE data from US National Highway and Traffic Safety Administration, 2014
US fleet sales data from Autodata Corp, 2014, (passenger cars + light trucks as apply to CAFE standards)

The Top 12 Automakers Compared 
InfluenceMap scores on support for CO2 and efficiency standards

B+ Tesla Motors 100% $ 0 
less than 20,000 

in total

IS THE VOLKSWAGEN SCANDAL THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG? CLIMATE POLICY ENGAGEMENT AND THE AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR  November 20156

Extract table from the 
November 2015 
InfluenceMap report "Is 
VW the Tip of the Iceberg" 

http://influencemap.org/company/Telsa-Motors
http://influencemap.org/company/Nissan-abdc9326775d476cb90209eca8efc593
http://influencemap.org/company/Honda-Motor
http://influencemap.org/company/Toyota-Motor
http://influencemap.org/company/General-Motors
http://influencemap.org/company/BMW-Group
http://influencemap.org/company/Renault-da6a2597b9d24c063ad54d8be696efdf
http://influencemap.org/company/Volkswagen-9e7f6038049cce3caa35490440a6a54b
http://influencemap.org/company/Fiat-Chrysler-Automobiles
http://influencemap.org/company/Ford-Motor
http://influencemap.org/company/Daimler-28530a4914fd654eaf2de6ef8feb5470
http://influencemap.org/company/Hyundai-Motor
http://influencemap.org/site/data/000/175/IM_Report_Automotive_Oct_2015.pdf
http://influencemap.org/site/data/000/175/IM_Report_Automotive_Oct_2015.pdf
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The following tables summarise the recent history of engagement with vehicle regulations on both 

sides of the Atlantic from the four laggards in our survey and suggests none are ready for potentially 

rapid shifts towards more stringent emissions standards and testing methods. 

 

 

Fiat Chrysler: A recent history of top level and systematic opposition to 

emissions regulations and low emissions vehicle policy. 

In January 2016, FCA CEO Sergio Marhionne publicly complained about the costs of complying to 

US fuel economy standards, reportedly describing them as an 'existential threat'.  In a January 2016 

conference call he suggested that the company would continue to buy emission credits where 

available instead of rolling out new technology to meet zero emission and other vehicle regulations.  

Having originally requested a mid-term review of the US CO2 emission and CAFE efficiency 

standards in 2012, during the mid-term review process in 2016 FCA stated that it expected regulators 

to examine the technical and market viability of the standards.  In December 2016, FCA Chief 

Compliance Officer Mark Chemoby submitted comments to regulators on the Proposed Determination 

of 2022-2025 light-Duty CO2 emission standards stressing 'extensive technical and consumer related 

concerns' around the cost and difficulty FCA's of compliance and opposing the EPA's attempt to 

finalize the rule.  In June 2016 Machionne raised doubts about the likelihood and economic 

desirability of vehicle electrification as a major trend in the future. 

 

 

 

Ford: Consistently telling policy makers more stringent vehicle efficiency 

and emissions standards will challenge its business model. 

Ford appears to be opposing several strands of vehicle CO2 and efficiency regulations globally.  It has 

voiced concerns on the commercial feasibility of the 2022-2025 US CAFE vehicle efficiency 

standards, stating in 2015 its ability to "comply with the 2022–2025 model year standards remains 

unclear".  It described the policies as "misaligned with market conditions".  Ford appeared concerned 

about California's Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) program in December 2015, stating that "compliance 

with the 2018 - 2025 model year ZEV rules could have a substantial adverse effect on our sales 

volumes and profits" and its policy engagement strategy would be to ensure "requirements are 

feasible and not excessively burdensome".  In December 2016, Ford CEO Mark Fields suggested 

that EPA regulations on CO2 emissions may disrupt Ford’s mid-term review, and has called CAFE 

standards “challenging”.  In a separate interview CEO Mark Fields has suggested that Ford expects a 

more favourable business environment under President-elect Trump. 	   

 

  

http://influencemap.org/company/Fiat-Chrysler-Automobiles
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a2ae93fa1133b013aed7fea872359306
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Opposing-energy-efficiency-standards-3320449d0ecf85fb090572f5f63f6bcd
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-617d1d3c48d9a43cf2976d97471f0389
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-GHG-emissions-targets-173e888c86bf22796e0a45d84880df0e
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-b6138d012df306707eb8c71425583f50
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-3a9294740d15afaf387a7015c1c194f2
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0e01523ba471c3f704766d53af47fd86
http://influencemap.org/company/Ford-Motor
http://influencemap.org/score/Ford-Motor-Q11-D1
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-energy-efficiency-standards-39d5b2189e1b05b5a9db33f0c552d147
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-energy-efficiency-standards-39d5b2189e1b05b5a9db33f0c552d147
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-energy-efficiency-standards-097a053127a20db8576257bf30f5bf89
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-GHG-emissions-targets-29a984255a3c011dc8ab045edb9e0370
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-GHG-emissions-targets-29a984255a3c011dc8ab045edb9e0370
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-ad39cde437a3c8aab55b0b3fc1077ac5
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-78995f4711e65c0aacabfc78a539fc73
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-a5d5e20fe8291882b5f58f113f22e5fb
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 Daimler: Exhibited duplicitous behavior on reform of EU NOx testing and a 

history of paying fines rather than comply with CAFE standards. 

In the wake of the VW scandal, there was a European investor led demand for greater disclosure on 

automotive positions on emissions regulations2.  Daimler offered a one-line assurance to investors: 

"there is no reason to be concerned".  This is despite the fact that Daimler ranked 13th out of 15 major 

automakers for EU CO2 fleet emissions at the time.  It has also, along with BMW and other European 

importers of high performance vehicles, routinely paid fines to the US government in lieu of 

compliance with CAFE standards.3   A January 2016 study from InfluenceMap showed Daimler 

exhibited duplicitous behavior on reform of EU emissions policy.  In November 2015 Daimler CEO 

Dieter Zetsche appeared to praise the European Commission’s desire to move to RDE (Real World 

Driving) testing.   At the same time, Daimler was reportedly part of a German-industry led challenge to 

EU NOx policy reform in October 2015, which advocated for delayed implementation of RDE reform 

to allow industry to adapt to the new policies. In 2016 Daimler has appeared to oppose the EU’s effort 

to increase the stringency of vehicle CO2 emissions standards by 2030, and the company has 

expressed concerns about the US fuel efficiency regulations up to 2025.   

 

 Hyundai:  The CEO states it is now ready for future regulations but it paid 

the largest ever fine related to US CAFE fraud - $300m in 2014. 

Hyundai’s CEO & Chairman, Chung Mong-koo has stated to investors in its 2015 annual report that 

the company’s technological advances will allow it to meet future environmental regulations.  

However in 2016 it continued to advocate for a delay in the implementation of the 2025 EU vehicle 

CO2 emissions standards and the new testing cycle.  Despite showing support for US energy 

efficiency standards in its 2014 CDP response to questions on policy engagement, the company was 

fined by US regulators in November 2014 for attempting to avoid EPA CAFE regulations by 

misreporting vehicle testing data, the largest CAFE related penalty to date, reportedly $300m, 

according to the Wall Street Journal. 
 

About InfluenceMap 

In addition to our continually updated rankings of over 200 leading global companies on their behavior 

towards climate regulations, we publish sector reports in response to user need and news 

trends.  Our detailed analysis feeds into CDP sector reports and is used by over 100 investors such 

as Legal & General in its new 'climate tilted' Future World Fund, where InfluenceMap metrics are used 

in Legal & General's assessment of companies it invests in.    

Dylan Tanner, Executive Director Thomas O’Neill, Research Director 

dylan.tanner@influencemap.org thomas.oneill@influencemap.org 

+447910 765485 +44746 8433360 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Investor led, automotive disclosure campaign managed by ShareAction and InfluenceMap, Oct 2015 
3 National Transportation Safety Board, data from 2014 

http://influencemap.org/company/Daimler-28530a4914fd654eaf2de6ef8feb5470
http://influencemap.org/report/Greenhouse-gas-emissions-regulations-The-automotive-makers-disclose-to-investors
http://influencemap.org/report/EU-NOx-emissions-how-the-automotive-industry-shaped-policy
http://influencemap.org/company/Daimler-28530a4914fd654eaf2de6ef8feb5470/projectlink/Daimler-in-NOX
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-e819ff606925a9014ee3378e53e103e4
http://www.stuttgarter-zeitung.de/inhalt.eu-will-schaerfere-abgastests-bruessel-will-abgastests-unter-realen-bedingungen.e0205a6d-421f-4b3d-abfb-d11f4e9400f3.html
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-329cad9064a3608ad9b1ed805a7bd3ed
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-GHG-emissions-standards-996e4a5dd26889b6a510877b2be83a84
http://influencemap.org/company/Hyundai-Motor
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Unclear-if-supporting-the-need-for-regulation-46e5156374bae37c1cc1ab242efb01c5
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Opposing-CO2-targets-35cd8b10b52e420ddb146e7ded1da2c7
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Support-energy-efficiency-standards-11cadc3435308bb070761ed0e7770934
http://influencemap.org/score/Hyundai-Motor-Q8-D5-962dab01f1f5f87e2e73d420fa0e9be7
http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-fines-hyundai-kia-for-overstating-fuel-economy-1415028646
http://influencemap.org/filter/List-of-Companies-and-Influencers
http://influencemap.org/filter/List-of-Companies-and-Influencers
https://www.cdp.net/en/investor/sector-research
http://www.legalandgeneralgroup.com/media-centre/press-releases/press-releases.asp?newsid=2973
mailto:dylan.tanner@influencemap.org
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